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To prove this we observe that the potential function F here satisfies Poisson's equaSon insfeaf of Laplace's. Since the sum of the three differential coefficients Vxx, Vyy, Vzz is negative, it is possible that each may be negative. In that case F is in general a maximum.
If we adopt the second proof, we notice that Gauss' theorem requires $Fd<r to be equal to - lirM, where M is the mass inside the sphere of small radius. It follows that F may be negative, and therefore F be decreasing, for a displacement along every radius. The quantity F may therefore be a maximum at P.
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114.    If any arbitrary curve is drawn in space not intersecting any portion of the attracting matter, the potential may vary from point to point of the curve.    At some points the potential may be a maximum and at others a minimum for displacements restricted) to that curve.    For example, if the curve touch a level surface the1 space differential coefficient of the potential is zero at the point of contact and the potential may be either a maximum  or a minimum.  What we have proved in Art. Ill is that the potential ' cannot be a maximum or minimum at any point for displacements in every direction.
If the curve is a line of force, it cuts the level surfaces at right angles and the space differential coefficient of the potential cannot vanish unless the resultant force is zero, (Art. 47). The potential at a point P which travels along a line of force always in the same direction must therefore continually increase or continually decrease until P arrives at a point of equilibrium.
At a point of equilibrium there are some directions in which the potential increases arid others in which it decreases (see Art. 120). The point P may therefore resume its journey (though not necessarily in the same direction as before) so that the potential at P continues to increase or decrease. The journey can be continued to an infinite distance unless stopped by arrival at a point of the attracting mass.
115.    If the potential is equal to any given constant quantity A at all points of a closed surface S which does not contain any portion of the attracting mass, it must be constant and equal to A at all points of the space contained within the surface S.
For if it were not constant, there would be some point at which either it is greater than at all the other points or less than at all other points. But this has just been proved to be impossible.
116. Ex. 1. As an example of this theorem consider the case of a spherical shell of uniform thickness and density. Describe a concentric sphere within the shell. By symmetry the potential must be the same at all points of its surface.

